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Aceleron
Amrit Chandan
@PAceleron
Aceleron is an emerging clean-tech startup in the
realms of waste management and technology
development. Its vision is to accelerate access to
energy storage by transforming end of life lithium
batteries such as those found in electric vehicles into
safe cost effective energy storage for developing
regions.

Akoni
Felicia Meyerowitz Singh
@akonihub
With interest rates changing all the time, you don’t
have the time or access to secure the best rates every
time the market moves. Akoni ensures your cash is
always earning the best possible rates through our
bank integrations and rebalancing your accounts
without the hard work from you.

Akkroo
Chris Wickson
@Akkroo
Akkroo is a SaaS enabled Event Lead
Capture solution built for B2B organisations
that regularly exhibit at trade shows and
exhibitions. Launched in 2013, Akkroo is on
a mission to transform the way businesses
think about exhibiting at events, lead
capture and ROI.

Assemble
Paloma Strelitz
@palomastrelitz
Assemble is a multi-disciplinary collective
working across architecture, design and art.
They take a hands on, collaborative
approach, and whilst their work usually
includes design it rarely starts or ends
there, often employing a range of means
from the social to the infrastructural to
make spaces which enable independence;
self-authorship, creativity and difference.
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Bink
Greg Gormley
@HelloBink

Deuce Limited
Nikki Horne
@DeuceLimited

Bink links all your payment cards to your loyalty cards
through a secure app with the latest technology meaning
that as a shopper you never miss out on your loyalty
points and awards again (and you don’t need to carry
around anymore plastic loyalty cards!), you just shop
with your registered payment cards and Bink does the
rest.

Deuce is a creative agency who specialise in the
production of marketing videos for the games
industry. We produce trailers, commercials, event
videos and behind-the-scenes video diaries and
we offer HD & 4K filming, editing, motion
graphics and audio services.

City Transfers UK
Davide Machado
@citytransfersuk
London's premier airport transfer provider and Ground
Handler to the Leisure industry. All of City Transfers UK
transport services are supported by state of the art
despatch and tracking systems. City Transfers provides
free 24-hour support to both our clients and end
travellers.

Compass News
Matilde Giglio
@CompassNewsUK
Get your bearings of the daily news agenda with our
hand-picked and carefully curated selection of articles
from the worlds most trusted publishers.

Digital Fineprint
Erik Abrahamsson
@DgtlFineprint
Digital Fineprint (DFP) is an #insurtech startup
coming out of Oxford University, funded by
Pentech Ventures, Eos Venture Partners, RAW
Capital and a stellar group of angel investors.
We use ground-breaking predictive #analytics to
turn open source and internal data into #insurance
data. DFP named "Best General Startup in the
UK", "Best Fintech Investment" and "Best Insurtech
Startup". After partnering with Allianz, Hiscox,
MetLife and other leading insurance companies
the company is now expanding in the UK and
abroad.
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Digital Innovation Group
Rob Walk
@dig_global
The Digital Innovation Group is the UK's largest
Independent Communications and Technology Group,
consisting of 20 agencies that offer the full spectrum
of services from TV advertising right through to
A.I. We blend award winning creative
communications with technological innovation and
enable our clients to evolve with their audiences and
the devices they use. We call it Beautifully Blended
Technologies.

Digital Mums
Nikki Cochrane
@DigitalMumsHQ
We have a big goal here at Digital Mums to support
every mum to achieve their perfect work/life balance
- something we call #WorkThatWorks. Equally, we
want to give businesses access to high-quality flexible
freelance talent so they can make the most of digital
and social media. Our solution is to offer innovative
learning programmes that provide mums with indemand digital skills that get them job-ready and
enable them to kickstart flexible careers.

Edge Retreats
Aurelie Lepercq
@edgeretreats
With insider access to the world’s best luxury
villas, Edge Retreats brings a high-net-worth
international clientele the finest properties in
exclusive holiday locations. Present in over 50
countries, our range of unique estates includes
lavish designer villas, chateaux and chalets as
well as private islands. Bespoke personal
concierge services come as standard: private
chefs, nannies and super-yacht are just some
of our customers’ needs, desires and
expectations.

Everledger
Leanne Kemp
@everledger
Everledger is a global startup that uses the
best of emerging technology including
blockchain, smart contracts and machine vision
to assist in the reduction of risk and fraud for
banks, insurers and open marketplace.
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Fusion Global Business Solutions
Hrishi Nandedkar
@FusionGBS
FATMAP
Misha Gopaul
@fatmap
FATMAP is a sports platform that provides skiers with 3D
maps available on mobile.

FUNDING XCHANGE
Katrin Herrling
@FXCHANGEUK
Funding Xchange are using access to Open Banking data
to transform SME finance by deploying advanced
automated decisioning technology to instantly identify
eligible funding solutions for small businesses. Our
technology enables lenders to digitalise and automate
their own underwriting and score cards – transforming
funders’ costs and speed of serving small businesses.

Fusion are experts in delivering IT and Customer
Service Management solutions to enterprise
customers. We have worked with hundreds of
organisations to deliver key business objectives
and maximise their investment in their IT and
specifically their BMC Software tools for over 20
years. Our dedicated team have security
clearances to work in some of the most sensitive
and demanding customer environments across the
globe.

Garrison Technology
James Derbyshire
@garrison_tech
Garrison SAVI® is a unique technology for secure
remote browsing that can dramatically change
the risk profile for enterprise cyber security.
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Gnatta
Rob Mead
@Gnatta
We believe in communication. Despite living in a
connected world, conversations between organisations
and customers are becoming more difficult to maintain.
The number of channels is growing, and systems are
becoming increasingly disparate. We make sure
everyone speaks to the right person, with the right
information, at the right time.

Harley Therapy Ltd
Sheri Jacobson
@HarleyTherapy
HarleyTherapy.com allows anyone to find and book a
great therapist, either online, by phone or face-to-face
in the UK. With algorithms and machine learning
powering a better client experience, and data driving
improved service delivery, they are helping to
revolutionise the mental health sector.

Imparture
James Fell
@Imparture
Imparture is a leading light, globally, in
digital skills training.
With HQs in the worldʼs most notable tech
hubs, and 26 training locations worldwide,
Imparture presents a platform to actively
learn the very latest developments in digital.

Inkpact
Charlotte Pearce
@inkpact
At Inkpact it's our mission to bring the head
and the heart of business together, to scale
thoughtfulness, create wow moments, truly
connect brands with their customers and get
mind blowing results.
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iwoca
Christoph Rieche
@iwoca
iwoca offers flexible credit to small businesses across
Europe, allowing them to take advantage of
opportunities previously only available to their larger
peers. From placing larger stock orders to bridging
cashflow gaps, finance helps power our customer's
growth.

Landmrk
Seth Jackson
@Landmrk
Landmrk is a location based experiences platform built
on the mobile web. It has been described as the
Pokemon Go for branded content. The platform is used
by multiple industries from travel and tourism to
entertainment and retail to deliver digital scale to
experiential marketing.

Loowatt
Virginia Gardiner
@loowatt
Loowatt is a UK limited company that makes
waterless flush toilets and sanitation solutions.
We create physical, emotional and
environmental wellbeing through waterless
sanitation. Wherever there is a need for nonsewered toilets, people deserve a clean, safe,
and desirable experience. Chemical toilets,
bucket toilets, and pit latrines are make do
answers that just won’t do. Loowatt provides
waterless flush toilets for homes and pop-up
locations everywhere.

Luther Systems
Hossein Kakavand
@LutherSystems
Luther Systems is working with multiple
corporations to streamline and improve the
efficiency, reliability, and integrity of
enterprise processes. Our products deliver
superior performance while reducing costs to
our clients.
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MedShr
Asif Qasim
@medshronline
Developed by doctors, MedShr is the easiest and
safest way for medical professionals to discover,
discuss and share clinical cases and medical
images.

Motivii
Alan Wanders
@getmotivii
Motivii encourages employees to better manage
themselves and provides regular feedback through
a simple end of week update. The feedback
process generates real-time people insights across
whole organisations and allows people
departments to better understand the 'pulse' of
their company on a more frequent basis.

Mypinpad
David Poole
@myPINpad
MYPINPAD is a technology provider of multifactor authentication solutions for unsecured
touchscreen devices such as mobile phones
and tablets.

Satalia
Daniel Hulme
@SataliaSolves

We push the boundaries of data science,
optimisation and artificial intelligence to solve
the most difficult problems in industry.
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Park Technology
Rosie Swaine
Park Technology delivers unique loyalty and
experiences for brands and retailers.Customers of
brands and retailers expect mobile experiences that
are personalised to them and not just transactional.
Our Magic Stamp - a small piece of hardware that
works through capacitive touch - enables brands and
retailers to identify, understand and engage with
their customers, as well as providing a unique
experience.

Playmob
Jude Ower
@playmob
Playmob is a phil-tech platform connecting brands
and NGO’s to gaming audiences through interactive
content, communicating purpose-driven stories and
delivering real-world impact. Our campaigns always
give back and we track social impact as well as
commercial results, so that everyone in the value chain
benefits — our clients, their customers and those in
need.

Preloaded
Jessica Taylor
@Preloaded
Preloaded is a full-service games studio, using the
power of play to reinvent the way organisations
connect with their audiences. Collaborating with
ambitious partners, such as LEGO, Tate, Google,
HTC VIVE, BBC and the Science Museum, we
make games and immersive experiences that
have purpose, and that place the user at the
center of the design process.

PRgloo Limited
Samantha Deeks
@PRgloo
A complete media relations platform combining
easy to use tools with exceptional analysis.
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Recordsure & TCC
Joanne Smith
@recordsure
Recordsure is a market leading technology company
which combines financial compliance expertise with
state-of-the-art artificial intelligence, deep learning
and machine learning to deliver a unqiue solution.
Recordsure helps organisations understand and
optimise their customer interactions to delivery
powerful insights into how that organisation is
operating.

Select Research Ltd
Ruth Walker
@SelectResearch
Select Research Ltd are a tech start-up with 20 years+
experience in 3D body photonic imaging that have
developed breakthrough disruptive and unique
technology which enables body composition to be
calculated by using a Smartphone.

Shine-mart Ltd
Nicolas Jumeau

Brand selling consumer goods and office
products. Already selling in Europe with more
countries and languages to come. Setting up
the US and Canadian market.

Soldo
Jules Robertson
@Soldo
Soldo Business is a multi-user spending
account, complete with Mastercard® cards,
intuitive admin and effortless reporting. Our
mission is to simplify the entire business
expense cycle, from beginning to end.
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Primotoys
Valeria Leonardi
@SolidLabs

Stasher
Jacob Wedderburn-Day
@CityStasher

Primotoys is the go-to brand for parents and educators
who want to encourage young girls and boys to explore
the digital world they live in. Our smart, screenless toys
are built with a coding language specifically designed
for children in pre-literacy years, providing fun learning
experiences for curious little minds with big imaginations.

The Largest Luggage Storage Network in the UK,
Germany and France. Store Your Luggage Fully
Insured at the 300+ Shops and Hotels in London,
Paris, Berlin, Munich, and Edinburgh.

Streetbees
Norval Scott
@streetbees
Streetbees connects you with real people on the ground
to gather real-time insights. With the power of Artificial
Intelligence and geolocation technology, you can now
collect data from anyone, anywhere in the world in an
affordable way.

Supersolid Ltd
Edward Chin
@supersolidgames

Supersolid is a leading mobile games studio
based in central London. Its games have received
over 50 million downloads to-date. With a
passionate team of experienced game
developers, Supersolid has created critically
acclaimed games, including Super Penguins,
Adventure Town, Food Street and Home Street.
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Tessian
Morgane Zerath
a Cyber Tech company helping corporate with emails
and data security.

This Here
Jemima Garthwaite
@thishere
We’re a creative agency with our eyes on the everchanging digital landscape. After 5 years making
award-winning campaigns for social media and
developing our own data systems, we’re now focused
on delivering influencer marketing strategies and
campaigns that put creative excellence and
performance amazingness at the same level. We
believe nothing connects more with people than other
people.

TicketText
Nick Mills
@TktTxt
TicketText is a rapidly growing live
entertainment group. Specialists in the
comedy sector with operating divisions in
ticketing, venue operations and promotions.
TicketText initially expanded via the long-tail
of UK comedy clubs and other venues with an
evolving B-2-C retail and marketing solution.
Early success led to the development of
white-labelled B-2-B ticketing services for
Media, TV & Radio shows.

Taina
Maria Scott
TAINA Technology Limited is a RegTech startup with a mission to help financial institutions
comply with their regulatory requirements
whilst saving costs, eliminating operational
risk, providing full audit trail and enhancing
customers' journeys.
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uMotif Limited
Bruce Hellman
@uMotif
SaaS platform to activate patients and care teams to
improve quality of life and outcomes. Personalised
digital tools to help people make sense of their
symptoms to better manage health. Scaling sales in UK,
USA and Australia; IDEO Europe Startup In Residence;
Cisco BIG winners.

UnderTheDoormat Ltd.
Merilee Karr
@underdoormat
UnderTheDoormat is a property technology company
unlocking the potential of empty homes through
professionally managed short-term lets.

Unizest
Peter Miles
@Uni_Zest

International students can find the process of
opening a UK bank account challenging and
frustrating. You don’t have to face the same
problems! Open your Aspire account easily online
even before leaving home.

Unmanned Life
Michaela Jamelska
@unmanned_life
With our Autonomy as a Service (AtaS) platform,
Unmanned Life’s vision is to drive this disruptive
change across multiple core sectors of the
economy, and our go-to-market strategy is to
work hand-in-hand with the major industrial
behemoths in these large multi-billion dollar
industrial sectors to enable the 4th industrial
revolution
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Uuni
Darina Garland
@UuniHQ
Uuni is leading a revolution in outdoor cooking. Uuni
launched the world’s first portable wood-fired oven in
2012. Before Uuni wood-fired ovens were bulky and
very expensive. The portable Uuni is priced at just
$299 enabling customers all over the world to cook
exceptional food outdoors. Uuni ovens heat up to
932˚F/500˚C in just 10 minutes- meaning that they
allow you to cook pizza in just 60 seconds!

VChain
Irra Khi
@VChainTech
VChain Technology was started in London 2 years ago
by Irra Ariella Khi and Alexander Gorelik. VChain
stands for 'Verification on Blockchain', its proprietary
technology is based on multiple patents in the US and
Europe, and enables secure validation of data without
exposing the sensitive information it's based on.

Wazoku
Simon Hill
@WazokuHq
Wazoku is a high-growth B2B software as a
service vendor. The business services global
blue chip and mid-market clients with a suite
of tools to help manage ideas across a
broad innovation portfolio. Its market leading
idea management solution, Idea Spotlight,
offers a unique innovation operating system,
which supports a variety of different
applications through add-on innovation
launchpads.

Zego
Emily Davies
@Zegocover
Zego offers flexible pay-as-you-go insurance
for the gig economy. All car, bike and
scooter drivers are required by law to be
insured for the periods that they are
delivering, but the expense and difficulty of
buying a policy can be a sticking point in
signing up new drivers, as until now there
have only been annual policies available.
Zego believes that insurance must adapt to
the new ways of working where many
people only want to work for a few hours or
days a week, around their other commitments
or interests.

